94. Pathophysiological view on "alternative/complementary" medicine

Complementary medicine includes many different techniques (see below a short description of some examples). Only some of these methods are actually used for any length of time as is claimed by those who practice them. All providers of these techniques argue that compared to standard (allopathic) medicine "they treat the patient as a whole person" rather than single symptoms and signs. This statement misuses one of the weak points of the standard medicine as it is currently practiced - namely the fact that a lot of doctors (not all of them!!) ignore the necessity of a very complex assessment for the treatment of any disease. It is amisinterpretation of the basic aims of modern medicine to put it into conflict with the principle of "whole person" treatment. As was specified in the Introduction to this review of Pathophysiology and in many subsequent chapters – a good standard of medical practice is attained only by complex understanding of multi-factorial etiology (including psychosomatic relationships) and non-schematic individual treatment for prevention of secondary processes and complications. It is only poor quality medicine (with missing psychological support for patients and the necessary explanations of their health status, in terms of a clear description of the existing possibilities for influencing it) which provides the space for manipulation with complementary medicine.

Examples of general arguments against acceptance of complementary medicine
- There is usually no tendency (or even willingness) to use standard methods for assessing the principles and significance of beneficial effects (e.g. statistical methods) – the proclaimed success can be explained by the existing probability of spontaneous health recovery.
- Any possible psychotherapeutic effect is interpreted, for example, as a special ability to manipulate using some kinds of energy, an interpretation which has so far not been proven, and for which no reliable studies have yet been performed.
- "Complementary" methods can cause avoidance of or delay to an urgent existing causal therapy (e.g. use of antibiotics in severe bacterial infections)
- It results in financial loss for patients who are willing (especially in the case of children) to pay enormous sums of money for unrecognized methods.

Some reasons for the relatively high attraction of complementary medicine in the population
- People have a tendency to trust to "miracles" when they are in critical health state (without appropriate information from the doctor’s side).
- There is inadequate evaluation (comments) of these methods in the media - naive editors help to distribute false advertisement
- A positive psychological effect can be a dominant experience (especially when adequate psychological support from the GP or a specialist is missing) experience.
- Since it is quite popular among patients to combine standard treatment with application of complementary methods, some doctors who are trzing to attract patients are open to a co-operation with anybody, without any effort to understand a possible background (e.g. in the case of an improvement in, or even total recovery from "untreatable" tumors, it is possible to understand it as a spontaneous improvement in immunological processes resulting from the beneficial psychological effect helping to eliminate prolonged stress, thus leading to destruction of tumorous)

Examples of complementary methods (in alphabetical order):
- Acupressure - pressure from fingers is applied where appropriate (acupuncture points) - usually only on sole of foot
- Acupuncture - classic Chinese variant uses whole body (energy centers) - one of the oldest methods with some possible logical explanations (release of endorphins, Head's zones, irritation of inhibition interneurones in the dorsal roots of the spinal cord) 
- Aqua touch - a whole body treatment given in water
- Auricular acupuncture - a variant of acupuncture trying to affect the whole body from the ear
- Bowan therapeutic touch - light touch used in certain sequences should release energy blockages
- Chinese medicine - provides a comprehensive range of treatments for problems arising in physical, mental, emotional and spiritual parts of the consciousness
- Colonic hydrotherapy - warm water is pumped into the colon, the central point is that poisons are flushed out
- Color therapy – belief in the benefits of colored light on the skin
- Crystal healing - according to this method crystals transmit energy which is claimed to be able to tune bodies, crystals are chosen according to their energy
- Geopathic stress (geopathogenic zones) - concept of energy patterns which are created by the Earth that can adversely affect the body - people should move from geopathogenic zones not to be ill (zones are recognized by water diviners) - never physically proved; theoretically it is not possible that e.g. on the level of a high floor (in some high buliding) the borders of the geopathogenic zones could be so sharp as it is indicated by providers of this method (one corner in a bedroom is recognised as unhealthy and in one meter distance there is a “healthy place)
- Healing - supposes that healing energy is part of every person and that certain people "sensibles" are able to channel these energies, healers say that they have a special ability, what is a gift from God (no one official religion accepted this)
- Homeopathy - treating the vital force to enable the body to "re-energize" its own repair mechanism; the homeopathic remedy may not even contain a single molecule of the healing substance (because of enormously low concentration) any molecule of the healing substance - it should work only via "information" about that substance present in the solution; placebo effect is most probable 
- Iridology (iris diagnostics) - should be able to make any diagnosis only from the iris of the eye where nerve endings should be exposed
- Music therapy - sound and music produce vibrations and these should have marked effects on healing (however, the positive psychogenic effect of music is not disputable)
- Philippine surgery - non-bloody surgery used mainly for removal of tumors (this trick can have a quite distinct psychogenic effect)
- Reiki - a Japanese healing discipline - principles are similar to healing techniques but the system follows a pre-determined set of hand positions 
- Tai Chi - slow movements and breathing technique help to regulate the flow of Chi energy

It is not the aim of this chapter to refute automatically all existing methods of this kind. This is a reminder of the need for doctors try to understand the background and the reason for the use of any treatment, and they should verify quantitatively its effect in order to compare it with some other kinds of treatment. Doctors should not practise as do naive and fanatic healers using obscure methods, without correctly naming their background and making serious attempts to evaluate their effectiveness.





